DIALOGUE PROGRAMS

The Dialogue’s core programs monitor and conduct in-depth analysis on the latest developments in priority areas key to economic, social, and political progress in the Americas. The Dialogue’s research aims to find consensus and innovative solutions to the broad array of shared challenges facing the countries of the Western Hemisphere.

**Peter D. Bell Rule of Law.** This is our flagship initiative on democracy and human rights, anticorruption, and citizen security. Key activities include:

- A Venezuela Working Group of regional policy leaders and experts promoting actionable solutions to the Venezuelan crisis
- Convening leading policymakers, business leaders, advocates, and experts to analyze and promote concrete anticorruption reforms
- White papers and expert discussions on regional human rights bodies and key democratic challenges such as online disinformation
- Policy reports on future trends in citizen security in Latin America

**Migration, Remittances & Development.** This program explores approaches to leverage migration and remittances for development. It focuses on the flow of remittances and policies that govern migration management as well as raising awareness among public and private institutions on the impact between migration and development. Recent projects include:

- The Opportunities for My Community project integrates remittances, migrants, education and savings to promote development in Guatemala
- The Remittances Industry Observatory (RIO) improves knowledge and information sharing about the remittance market

**Energy, Climate Change & Extractive Industries.** This program frames policy debates on investment in and sustainable development of natural resources. Highlights of the program include:

- Analysis of elections and energy policy in Latin America
- The annual Latin America Energy Conference on oil, natural gas, renewables, and other topics
- The Latin America Clean Transport Initiative, which organizes events and produces publications on electric mobility

**Education.** This program seeks to bring to the forefront of the policy agenda the need to improve the quality and relevance of education in Latin America and the Caribbean. Key activities include:

- An initiative to measure countries’ progress towards strengthening early childhood development policies
- A regional Coalition for Teaching Excellence
- A high-level working group on Technology and Innovation in Education

**Asia & Latin America.** This program examines the region's growing linkages with Asia. It identifies opportunities for productive collaboration between Latin America and its Asian partners by convening key stakeholders and conducting original research. The program engages in the following work:

- Tracking Chinese finance in the region
- Profiling Asian companies across sectors
- Mapping infrastructure investment

**Institutional Projects**

**Corporate Program.** Corporate Program members share the Dialogue’s mission to foster democratic governance, social equity, and economic prosperity across the Americas. Our members, to name a few, include Apple, BMW, Chevron, Citigroup, Google, Mitsubishi, UnitedHealth, and Walmart. Many are consistently ranked among the world’s most innovative and socially responsible enterprises.

**Sol M. Linowitz Forum.** Established in 1996, the Sol M. Linowitz Forum assembles Dialogue members once every two years to address the most important issues affecting the Americas and develop consensus proposals for action.

**Annual CAF Conference.** The primary Washington, DC forum for over 1,000 policy professionals from all sectors across the world to review progress in the Americas and address pending challenges.

**Leadership for the Americas Awards Gala.** Our annual gala celebrates individuals and organizations committed to advancing democratic governance, social equity and prosperity in the Western Hemisphere.

The Dialogue is a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) organization, and our programs rely on the generous support of individuals, corporations, governments, and foundations.